
 
 

 
 

 

 
       

It is hoped this will breathe life into high streets which, in some towns, are becoming chock-full 
of empty and derelict stores. 

This month's changes to the General Permitted Development Order 1995 allow change of use 
from class A1 retail or class A2 financial and professional services to residential, subject to a 
150 square metre floorspace limit. There is no limit to how many flats can be created, after a 
suggested maximum of four was removed in the government's response to consultation. The 
process requires prior approval so that planning authorities can consider the impact of the 
proposed changes. 

This change has not been universally welcomed. Research by consultants CBRE has revealed 
ten London boroughs where house prices have risen way above the value of retail units, 
prompting fears that smaller, independent retailers will be targeted. This could alter the face of 



our town centres forever and make it even more difficult for retailers to find affordable and 
central premises. 

The approval criteria allow councils to consider whether it is undesirable for retail premises to 
change use to residential. This assessment will be based on the local impact of the change, 
whether the building is located in a "key" shopping area, and whether there is a "reasonable" 
prospect of it being used as a retail outlet again. Unlike office to residential permitted rights 
changes, which expire after three years, there is no time limit on the right to change retail units 
to residential use. 

For many developers, applications for prior approval may still mean going to appeal. As has 
happened with office to residential conversions, some authorities may set a higher threshold 
for evidence. In many areas, owners must be prepared to make comprehensive prior approval 
submissions.  
 
From my experience of office to residential conversions, providing relevant assessments up 
front dramatically improves the prospects of getting prior approval at the first attempt. 
Applications must be determined within 56 days, so there is little or no time to add 
assessments after submission. Offering mitigation through section 106 undertakings also helps 
to secure prior approval, avoiding the uncertainties of going to appeal. 

Planning authorities retain the right to withdraw these new permitted development rights 
through article 4 directions, as some have already done on office to residential conversions. To 
avoid compensation liabilities, directions are tending to be made so that they are only effective 
after 12 months. Those wishing to take advantage of these rights should keep an eye on 
whether proposed directions affect them and, if so, make sure prior approval applications are 
submitted promptly. 
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